Featured Tikis
This is a selection of featured websites created with Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware.

Did you create, or are you aware of, a Tiki website that would be a good addition to this showcase? If so, please submit the information.

Creative Loafing

Creative Loafing is Atlanta's alternative news and entertainment publication of record. Since 1972, we have provided the best in news, art, music, movies and nightlife, both in print and on our website, www.creativeloafing.com. We are Atlanta’s leading source of information on where to go, what to do, and why.

Categories:
Arts, Culture, Design, Entertainment, Media, Music, News, Politics

Cartograf

WHAT IS CARTOGRAF?
Cartograf is an open-source, interactive and collaborative mapping and drawing application, built for students in Quebec. Anyone is welcome sign up, create and share maps, collect and analyze images, and work collaboratively on class projects! However, Cartograf is NOT meant for long-term map creations or corporate use. (Teachers looking to store work permanently should contact us! And others can see our Tech pages to install their own version on their sites.

Categories:
Community, Education, International, Nonprofit, Other

flygari.com

Gallery work and installations by Norwegian artist Svein Flygari Johansen, assisted by Jonny Bradley
Bradleys at Bridge End

Bradleys is a family run shop tucked away in Hexham, Northumberland. We have a wide range of gifts for all the family and all ages. We like to have something a bit different to offer like the fantastic stationery from Roger La Borde. We also have beautiful hand made goodies from crafts people all over the UK.

Tsaharoniki, the kindergarten of Avtalion village in Misgav

Multilingual (French, Hebrew, English, etc.) Kindergarten, Halte garderie, Classroom management system aimed to work on mobile. This is 5 years that this Tiki is used in production.

Výsměch?

A dark-wave Gothic-punk music band website featuring custom Tiki theme where the news articles and gigs pages are built thanks to the use of Tracker related wiki plugins and the Trackers feature. Design, theme and integration made by luciash.cz
London Fieldworks (LFW) was formed by artists Bruce Gilchrist and Jo Joelson in 2000 to promote an interdisciplinary and collaborative arts practice.

Having formed a notion of ecology as a complex inter-working of social, natural, and technological worlds, LFW work across social engagement, installation, sculpture, architecture, film and publishing to situate works both in the gallery and in the landscape, for screen and radio.

Categories:
Arts

Cosel Europe

Cosel, established in Japan 1969, is one of the world’s leading designers and manufacturers of high performance AC-DC Power Supplies, DC-DC Converters and EMI Filters. With quality, reliability & flexibility as our main focus, we pride ourselves on developing some of the highest quality and most reliable products seen anywhere in the world today. Today, Cosel is a $200m global company employing some 572 staff with sales offices throughout Japan, Asia, Europe and North America. Our product range is aimed mostly at demanding applications within the Industrial, Factory Automation, Medical, Telecoms, Lighting, Audio/Broadcast & Renewable Energy sectors. A flexible approach with full in-house design means we deliver products using the very latest technology meeting the growing demands of our customers.

Categories:
Technology

GECCO 2018

"The Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO) presents the latest high-quality results in genetic and evolutionary computation since 1999. Topics include: genetic algorithms, genetic programming, ant colony optimization and swarm intelligence, complex systems (artificial life/robotics/evolvable hardware/generative and developmental systems/artificial immune systems), digital entertainment technologies and arts, evolutionary combinatorial optimization and metaheuristics, evolutionary machine learning, evolutionary multiobjective optimization, evolutionary numerical optimization, real world applications, search-based software engineering, theory and more."

Tiki has powered the annual GECCO websites since 2015, replacing the static websites that were difficult to update quickly and easily. Participant and event data is input, stored and displayed via Tiki's trackers feature, and trackers are also used for input of homepage content and other site information, with layout determined by custom wiki page templates.

Categories:
Community, Technology

Zukathemes

https://zukathemes.com

Zukathemes.com is a provider and showcase of aftermarket visual themes for Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware. These themes are sometimes original and sometimes adaptations of themes made for other web platforms, or other sources. They are offered free of charge to the Tiki user community.

Currently zukathemes.com is using a theme that implements parallax scrolling and smooth scrolling up and down the page vertically. A companion domain, demo.zukathemes.com, hosts the theme demonstrations themselves. At this time, about 15 themes are available. More are in the pipeline. Contact zukathemes.com for more information.

Categories:
Web design, Web development